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Topological constraints can affect both equilibrium and dynamic properties of polymer systems,
and can play a role in the organization of chromosomes. Despite many theoretical studies, the
effects of topological constraints on the equilibrium state of a single compact polymer have not been
systematically studied. Here we use simulations to address this longstanding problem. We find
that sufficiently long unknotted polymers differ from knotted ones in the spatial and topological
states of their subchains. The unknotted globule has subchains that are mostly unknotted and form
asymptotically compact RG(s) ∼ s1/3 crumples. However, crumples display high fractal dimension
of the surface db = 2.8, forming excessive contacts and interpenetrating each other. We conclude that
this topologically constrained equilibrium state resembles a conjectured crumpled globule [Grosberg
et al., Journal de Physique, 1988, 49, 2095], but differs from its idealized hierarchy of self-similar,
isolated and compact crumples.
INTRODUCTION
Topological constraints, i.e. the inability of chains
to pass through each other, have significant effects on
both equilibrium and dynamic properties of polymer sys-
tems [1–3] and can play important roles in the organiza-
tion of chromosomes [3–6]. Previous theoretical studies
suggested that topological constraints per se compress
polymer rings or polymer subchains by topological ob-
stacles imposed by surrounding subchains [7–9]. This
compression makes a subchain of length s form a space-
filling configuration that has an average radius of gy-
ration RG(s) ∼ s1/3. Recent simulations of topologi-
cally constrained unconcatenated polymer rings in a melt
[10–14] have demonstrated the effect of compression into
space-filling configurations and confirmed s1/3 scaling,
thus providing strong support to previous conjectures.
The role of topological constraints in the equilibrium
state of a single compact and unknotted polymer remains
unknown. Previous studies [3, 7, 8] have put forward a
concept of the crumpled globule as the equilibrium state
of a compact and unknotted polymer. In the crumpled
globule, the subchains were suggested to be space-filling
and unknotted. This conjecture remained untested for
the quarter of the century. Here, we test this conjecture
by comparing equilibrium compact states of a topologi-
cally constrained and unknotted polymer, referred to be-
low as the unknotted globule, with those a topologically
relaxed one, referred to below as the knotted globule (Fig.
1).
Recent computational studies examined the role of
topological constraints in the non-equilibrium (or quasi-
equilibrium) polymer states that emerge upon polymer
collapse [15–19]. This non-equilibrium state, often re-
ferred to as the fractal globule [6, 15], can indeed possess
some properties of the conjectured equilibrium crumpled
globule. The properties of the fractal globule, its stabil-
ity [20], and its connection to the equilibrium state are
yet to be understood.
Elucidating the role of topological constraints in equi-
librium and non-equilibrium polymer systems is impor-
tant for understanding the organization of chromosomes.
Long before experimential data on chromosome organi-
zation became available [15], the crumpled globule was
suggested as a state of long DNA molecules inside a cell
[3]. Recent progress in microscopy [21] and genomics
[22] provided new data on chromosome organization that
appear to share several features with topologically con-
strained polymer systems [15, 23, 24]. For example, seg-
regation of chromosomes into territories resembles seg-
regation of space-filling rings [5, 12], while features of
intra-chromosomal organization revealed by Hi-C tech-
nique are consistent with a non-equilibrium fractal glob-
ule emerging upon polymer collapse [6, 15, 25] or upon
polymer decondensation [23]. These findings suggest that
topological constraints can play important roles in the
formation of chromosomal architecture [4].
Here we examine the role of topological constraints in
the equilibrium state of a compact polymer (Fig.1). We
perform equilibrium Monte Carlo simulations of a con-
fined unentangled polymer ring with and without topo-
logical constraints. Without topological constraints, a
polymer forms a classical equilibrium globule with a high
degree of knotting [26, 27]. A polymer is kept in the
globular state by impermeable boundaries, rather than
pairwise energy interactions, allowing fast equilibration
at a high volume density.
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Figure 1. Representative conformations of two dif-
ferent types of globules (confined polymer rings, length
N = 256 000): (a) the unknotted globule formed by a sin-
gle polymer ring with topological constraints; (b) the knotted
globule formed by a polymer ring without topological con-
straints. Both chains are painted in red-yellow-green-blue
along the polymer length.
We find that topological states of closed subchains
(loops) are drastically different in the two types of glob-
ules and reflect the topological state of the whole poly-
mer. Namely, loops of the unknotted globule are only
weakly knotted and mostly unconcatenated. We also find
that spatial characteristics of small knotted and unknot-
ted globules are very similar, with differences starting
to appear only for sufficiently large globules. Subchains
of these large unknotted globules become asymptotically
compact (RG(s) ∼ s1/3), forming crumples. Analyses
of the fractal dimension of surfaces of loops suggest that
crumples form excessive contacts and interpenetrate each
other. Overall, the asymptotic behavior we find support
the conjectured crumpled globule concept [7]. However,
our results also demonstrate that the internal organiza-
tion of the unknotted globule at equilibrium differs from
an idealized hierarchy of self-similar isolated compact
crumples.
RESULTS
Model
A single homopolymer ring with excluded volume in-
teractions was modeled on a cubic lattice and confined
into a cubic container at a volume density 0.5. The Monte
Carlo method with non-local moves [28] allowed us to
study chains up to N = 256 000. If monomers were pro-
hibited to occupy the same site, this Monte Carlo move
set naturally constrains topology, and the polymer re-
mains unknotted. Setting a small finite probability for
two monomers to occupy the same lattice site would let
two regions of the chain cross. This would relax topo-
logical constraints while largely preserving the excluded
volume (Fig.S7). The topological state of a loop was
characterized by κ, the logarithm of the Alexander poly-
nomial evaluated at −1.1 [27, 29–31]. To ensure equi-
libration, we estimated the scaling of the equilibration
time with N for N ≤ 32 000, extrapolated it to large
N , and ran simulations of longer chains, N = 108 000
and 256 000, to exceed the estimated equilibration time
(see Supplement and Fig. S9 for details). We also made
sure that chains with topological constraints remain com-
pletely unknotted through the simulations, while poly-
mers with relaxed topological constraints become highly
entangled [27] (Fig. S8)
Topological properties
First, we asked how the topological state of the whole
polymer influences the topological properties of its sub-
chains. Because a topological state can be rigorously de-
fined only for a closed contour, we focused our analysis
on loops, i.e. subchains with two ends occupying neigh-
boring lattice sites. Fig. 2a presents the average knot
complexity 〈κ(s)〉 for loops of length s for both types
of globules. We found that loops of the knotted glob-
ule were highly knotted, with the knot complexity rising
sharply with s. Loops of the unknotted globule, on the
contrary, were weakly knotted, and their complexity in-
creased slowly with length. Their knotting complexity
was also very variable, indicating the abundance of slip
knots [32] (Fig. S5).
This striking difference in the topological states of
loops for globally knotted and unknotted chains is a man-
ifestation of the general statistical behavior of so-called
matrix–valued Brownian Bridges (BB) [33]. The knot
complexity κ of loops in the topologically unconstrained
globule is expected to grow as κ(s) ∼ s2. In contrast,
due to the global topological constraint imposed on the
unknotted globule, the knot complexity of its loops grows
slower, κ(s) ∼ s, which follows from the statistical be-
havior of BB in spaces of constant negative curvature (see
Appendix, Fig.2a, and [33–36] for details). Our simula-
tions are in good agreement with this theory (Fig.2a).
Another topological property of loops of a globule is
the degree of concatenation between the loops. We com-
puted the linking number for pairs of non-overlapping
loops in each globule (Fig.2b) and found that loops in
the unknotted globule are much less concatenated than
loops in the knotted globule.
Taken together, these results show that the topologi-
cal state of the whole (“parent”) chain propagates to the
“daughter” loops. While loops of the unknotted globule
are linked and knotted, their degree of entanglement is
much lower than for the loops in the topologically relaxed
knotted globule (Fig. S5). Our results also demonstrate
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Figure 2. Topological properties of polymer loops in
the knotted and unknotted globules. (a) Knot complex-
ity of polymer loops as a function of their length, s, for chains
of different length N (shown by colors) in knotted (dashed)
and unknotted (solid) globules. (b) Distribution of the link-
ing numbers for non-overlapping loops of length s = 9000 to
11 000 in 32 000-long globules.
that loops of a single unknotted globule are not equiva-
lent to recently studied rings in a melt, which were un-
knotted and unconcatenated. We further examine this
parallel below.
Spatial properties
Next, we examined the effects of topological con-
straints on the spatial properties of loops. We computed
an average gyration radius RG(s) (Fig.3) as a function of
loop length s, in chains of different length N . The two
types of globules show different trends in RG(s).
The behavior of RG(s) for knotted globules has two
regimes that are well-known and described by the Flory
theorem [37]. Shorter subchains behave as Gaussian coils
RG(s) ∼ s1/2 until they reach the confining walls at R ∼
N1/3, i.e. for s . sc ∼ N2/3. For longer subchains,
s & sc, RG(s) plateaus at RG(s) ∼ N1/3. Note that
this is qualitatively similar to RG(s) for a phantom chain
confined to a box (Fig. S1). Overall, for knotted globules,
our results are in line with theoretical predictions.
Subchains in unknotted globules were proposed to
be compressed by topological constraints and follow
RG(s) ∼ s1/3 relationship [7]. Surprisingly, we do not
observe any significant compression of loops in chains of
length N ≤ 13 500, as there is little difference between
RG(s) curves for the two types of globule. For longer
chains, N ≥ 105, we observe an increasing difference be-
tween RG(s) of knotted and unknotted globules. Little
difference is seen in other moments of the distribution
of subchain sizes (Fig. S3). In the unknotted globules,
we observe a range of subchain length, 103 ≤ s ≤ 104,
in which the subchains are compressed (RG(s) ∼ s1/3)
and the curves for the two largest systems collapse. How-
ever, this scaling regime arises as a gradual decrease from
RG(s) ∼ s1/2 (see Fig.S11), and thus cannot be estab-
lished unambiguously.
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Figure 3. Spatial properties of loops in the knotted
and unknotted globules. (a) The average radius of gyra-
tion RG(s) for loops of length s. Inset shows conformations
of three 10 000-monomer loops for N = 256 000 globules. Cir-
cles indicate subchains of length (2 ·N)2/3, which equals the
squared size of the confining container. (b) Dependence of
RG(s = (2N)
2/3) on the chain size N . Colored circles match
to circles in (a); grey circles denote N = 2000 and N = 32000,
which are not shown in (a)
Previous studies have established that topological con-
straints become relevant for chains that are several times
longer than a characteristic length Ne called the engan-
glement length [4, 37–39]. For a similar system, an equi-
librium melt of rings at the same volume density, it was
estimated that Ne ≈ 175 [11], and topological constraints
become relevant only above several Ne, i.e. for N ' 1000
[11]. Following this logic, we expect that in our system
topological constraints become relevant for subchains of
length s ' 1000. However, subchains s ≥ sc experience
confinement, which overshaddows topological compres-
sion. Indeed, when we consider only loops not touch-
ing the boundary, we see the difference for subchains
4s ' 1000 (Fig. S4). For topological constraints to be
relevant, a polymer should have subchains that do not
experience external confinement (s ≤ sc ∼ N2/3) but
are sufficiently long to experience topological compres-
sion (s ' 1000). This sets a lower limit for a polymer to
experience topological constraints (N2/3 & 1000). Con-
sistently, we observe a difference between RG(s) for the
two types of globules for N & 32 000 (Fig.3a, S11).
To test the conjecture that RG(s) ∼ s1/3, we need to
separate compression by topological constraints from the
effect of confinement. To this end, we focused on loops
of size s = sc, which are the largest loops not affected by
confinement. Fig. 3b presents RG(sc) as a function of N
and clearly shows distinct scalings for knotted and un-
knotted globules. The knotted globule follows RG(sc) ∼
N1/3, which is a consequence of RG(s) ∼ s1/2. For the
unknotted globule, however, we observe RG(sc) ∼ N2/9,
which corresponds to RG(s) ∼ s1/3. Thus, in agreement
with previous conjectures [7, 34], topological constraints
lead to the formation of ”space-filling” subchains, i.e.
R(s) ∼ s1/3. However, the compressing effect of topo-
logical constraints becomes evident only for very long
polymers, such as N ' 105. Space-filling crumples are
visible in unknotted globules of length N = 256 000, but
the difference is visually subtle (Fig.4). Distinguishing
individual knotted and unknotted globules by eye is chal-
lenging, but a pattern is visible when several globules are
compared.
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Figure 4. Compression of subchains in unknotted
loops. Seven consecutive subchains of length s = 10 000
are highlighted with consecutive colors (red, orange, yellow,
green, marine, blue, and violet) in four knotted and unknotted
N = 256 000 globules; rest of the chain is shown in grey.
Our analysis reveals significant effects of global topo-
logical constraints on the topological and spatial char-
acteristics of loops. Next, we asked whether topological
states and sizes of loops are intrinsically connected. We
computed RG and κ for loops of length s = 20 000 in
N = 256 000 globules (Fig. S6). Despite having similar
RG, loops from the two types of globules show different
knot complexities: all loops from the unknotted globule
were significantly less knotted than loops of the same
length in the knotted globule. Moreover, κ for loops in
the knotted globule negatively correlates with RG: more
compact loops form more complex knots in the system
were no topological constraints were present. This rela-
tionship, however, does not hold across globules: loops
in the unknotted globule are on average more compact
and less knotted. These observations highlight that there
is no simple relationship between spatial and topological
properties of closed contounrs.
Contact probability
Another important characteristic of internal polymer
organization is the probability Pc(s) of a contact between
two monomers separated by a contour length s. For ex-
ample, for a 3D random walk, Pc,RW (s) ∼ s−3/2 (see
Supplemental Information). A recently developed ex-
perimental technique, Hi-C, measures Pc(s) experimen-
tally for chromosomes inside cells [15, 22]. Comparison
of experimental and theoretical Pc(s) can shed light on
polymer organization of chromosomes [15, 40, 41]. In
our previous work, we found that a non-equilibrium frac-
tal globule, which emerges upon a polymer collapse, has
Pc(s) ∼ sα, α ≈ −1. The Pc(s) scaling for the fractal
globule agrees with Pc(s) from the Hi-C data for human
chromosomes better than other polymer ensembles [15].
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Figure 5. Scaling of the contact probability. Pc(s) is
shown for knotted and unknotted globules of different sizes.
Compare to Fig.3a.
Figure 5 presents Pc(s) for the knotted and unknotted
globules. For the knotted globule, as expected, we ob-
served two regimes Pc(s) ∼ s−3/2 for s . sc, followed by
a plateau for s & sc [42]. As above, an equilibrium glob-
ule without topological constraints can be considered as
a ”gas of random walks” [42], i.e. short chains (s . sc)
behave as random walks. Different random walks are
mixed and are equally likely to contact each other, lead-
ing to the plateau of Pc(s) for s & sc. Subchains in the
unknotted globule, however, experience additional con-
finement by topological constraints and have a different
5Pc(s). For N ≤ 13 500, little difference is observed be-
tween the two types of globules, which is consistent with
our observation that topological effects play little role for
shorter polymers.
Longer unknotted globules show a different Pc(s) curve
with a less steep decline of Pc(s) for small s and no dis-
tinct plateau for large s. Pc(s) plots and their derivatives
(Fig. S11) suggest a possible scaling regime Pc(s) ∼ sα,
−1 < α < −0.8 for loops of s = 103−104, where topolog-
ical constraints are expected to play a bigger role. The
value observed for the melt of rings [11, 12], α ≈ −1.17,
is outside of this range highlighting a difference between
these systems.
Note, however, that estimating scaling of Pc(s) for
both types of globules is challenging due to a broad tran-
sition between different regimes and the effects of con-
finement. As seen on Fig. S11, even for the knotted
globule, where the scaling of Pc(s) ∼ s−3/2 is known, it
can be observed only asymptotically.
Fractal structure of loops
Loops of the unknotted globule become asymptotically
compact as the polymer size increases, forming crumples.
The question that follows is whether such crumples be-
come more isolated from each other. To answer this ques-
tion, we studied shapes of crumples formed by loops; we
calculated the fractal dimension of their surface and cor-
rected for finite-size effects. For a loop, the surface area
of the boundary, A, is defined as the number of monomers
forming contacts with the rest of the polymer [4]. The
fractal dimension of the loop boundary, db, is defined by
A(s) ∼ sdb/3. Note that db denotes fractal dimension
of the boundary only in the compact subchain regime,
RG ∼ s1/3; for non-compact subchains it measures the
scaling of the subchain boundary with subchain length.
Finite-size effects, i.e. effects of the global confine-
ment on the loops, can be taken into account by a func-
tion that depends on the fraction of the loop s in the
whole chain N , f
(
s
N
)
, giving the surface area A(s,N) =
f
(
s
N
)
sdb/3 = g
(
s
N
)
Ndb/3. We can then compute db
by comparing A for chains with the same value of s/N ,
but in globules of different length N (Fig.6a). Figure 6b
shows db as a function of N and gives asymptotic be-
havior of db for large N , where topological constraints
become most relevant. As expected, loops in the knot-
ted globule have db ≈ 3, suggesting that loops fully mix
with each other throughout their entire volume. In the
unknotted globule, however, loops have db ≈ 2.8, indicat-
ing that loops are not fully mixed, yet not fully isolated.
A fractal dimension db = 2 would indicate interactions
over two-dimensional surface area, i.e. as bricks stacked
together. The value of db ≈ 2.8 comes close to the fractal
dimension of a ring surface ≈ 2.85 found for unconcate-
nated rings in a melt [12]. This indicates that, similar to
unconcatenated rings, loops of the unknotted globule are
not isolated, and form interdigitated compact crumples
(Fig.4).
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Figure 6. Fractal dimension of a loop surface. (a) The
surface area A(s,N) of loops of length N/2 (left) and N/30
(right) as a function of chain length N . (b) The fractal dimen-
sion of the surface measured from slopes in (a), as a function
of N . The slope in (a) is estimated from pairwise differences
between two neighboring values of N . Error bars show a stan-
dard error of the mean obtained by bootstrapping. To allow
comparisons between error bars, plots were shifted by a neg-
ligible offset along the horizontal axis.
CONCLUSIONS
Our results provide strong support to the previous con-
jectures [7] and reveal several new insights into the effects
of topological constraints on the compact state of a poly-
mer. In agreement with [7], we observe that topological
constraints make a compact polymer acquire a new con-
formational state, previously called the crumpled globule.
In this state, the unknotted polymer forms largely un-
knotted and weakly concatenated crumples. These crum-
ples are asymptotically compact (RG(s) ∼ s1/3) and dif-
fer from random walk subchains (RG(s) ∼ s1/2) emerg-
ing in the absence of topological constraints. However,
the effect is hard to detect, since large subchains experi-
ence confinement, while small subchains (less that a few
Ne) do not feel topological constraints. As a result, only
chains of some intermediate size (103 . s . N2/3) form
topologically compressed crumples. Similarly, the effects
6of topological constraints are most evident in large glob-
ules (N & 105).
Unexpectedly, we also found that the loops in a glob-
ally unknotted polymer are somewhat knotted and con-
catenated. The brownian bridge argument explains this
phenomenon and is in good quantitative agreement with
the scaling of κ(s) (Fig. 2). Knots formed by loops of
the unknotted globule are much less complex than those
in the topologically unconstrained globule. Overall, this
demonstrates how global topological constraints imposed
on the whole chain propagate into local topological con-
straints acting on its subchains.
We found that the unknotted globule is not self-similar
as a whole, but subchains show evidence of self-similarity
for sufficiently large globules. Even the largest system
considered (N = 256 000) shows a rather narrow (factor
of 10 in s) scaling regime in RG(s). Moreover, the fractal
dimension of loop surfaces, db ≈ 2.8, shows that compact
crumples are neither fully isolated (db = 2), nor fully
mixed (db = 3). Some degree of mixing with neighboring
subchains makes crumples swell, possibly narrowing the
range of s where subchains are self-similar, and further
highlighting differences between a finite-size unknotted
globule and an idealized hierarchical crumpled globule
proposed theoretically [7].
It is possible that features of the conjectured crumpled
globule can be more evident in a non-equilibrium state
that emerges immediately after polymer collapse (often
referred to as the fractal globule) [6, 15], rather than
in the equilibrium system considered here. In the non-
equilibrium state, a broader regime of scaling in Pc(s)
and RG(s) suggests that even much shorter chains have
self-similar organization (see also [4]). We cannot rule out
the possibility that effects other than than topological
constraints, acting on shorter time scales, can constrain
a collapsed chain in a transient state. This state would
be different from the crumpled globule studied here.
We find many similarities and some notable differences
between the unknotted globule formed by a single ring
and the melt of unconcatenated rings [11, 12]. Both
systems show quantitatively similar compression of rings
and loops by topological interactions, as follows from sim-
ilar RG(s) asymptotic scalings and similar fractal dimen-
sion of the surface. The systems however are different on
many levels. While rings in a melt are monodispersed,
unknotted and unconcatenated, loops of a single poly-
mer have a broad size distribution, are knotted and con-
catenated. This variation in size can lead to swelling of
larger loops. Moreover, larger loops experience global
confinement of the globule. Topologically, the systems
are different since the considered polymer ring has only
one global topological constraint, while the melt has as
many constraints as the number of rings. Nevertheless
some characteristics of mid-size loops in unknotted glob-
ules resemble those of rings in a melt.
Overall, we find that equilibrium state of a single un-
knotted polymer chain is different from topologically re-
laxed system. It would be interesting to see whether
and to what extent this phenomenon is observed in other
physical systems where topology can play a role.
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APPENDIX
STATISTICS OF MATRIX-VALUED BROWNIAN
BRIDGES
The conditional distributions of a knot complexity of a
subpart of a globally unknotted polymer chain are a typ-
ical problem in the theory of Markov chains and deals
with the determination of the conditional probability for
so-called Brownian Bridges (BB). The investigation of
statistics of BB supposes the determination of the prob-
ability P (x, t|0, T ) for a random walk to start at the point
x = 0, to visit the point x at some intermediate moment
0 < t < T , and to return to the initial point x = 0 at the
moment T . The same question can be addressed for BB
on the graphs of noncommutative groups, on Riemann
surfaces and for products of random matrices of groups
[33, 35].
Our topological problem to determine the complexity
of a subloop in a globally trivial collapsed polymer chain
allows natural interpretation in terms of BB. Suppose the
following imaginative experiment. Consider the phase
space Ω of all topological states of densely packed knots
on the lattice. Select from Ω the subset ω of trivial knots.
To simplify the setting, consider a knot represented by
a braid, as shown in the Fig.7, where the braid is de-
picted by a sequence of uncorrelated ”black boxes” (each
black box contains some number of over– and under–
crossings). If crossings in all black boxes are identically
and uniformly distributed, then the boxes are statisti-
cally similar. Cut a part of each braid in the subset ω,
close open tails and investigate the topological properties
of resulting knots. Just such situation has been qualita-
tively studied in [7], where the crumpled globule concept
was formulated mainly on the basis of heuristic scaling
arguments. The CG hypothesis states the following: if
the whole densely packed lattice knot is trivial, then the
topological state of each of its ”daughter” knot is almost
trivial.
It has been shown [34] that the computation of the
knot complexity in the braid representation depicted in
the Fig.7 can be interpreted as the computation of the
highest eigenvalue of the product of noncommutative ma-
trices designated by black boxes.
To proceed, consider first the typical (unconditional)
complexity of a knot represented by a sequence of N
independent black boxes. This question is similar to
the growth of the logarithm of the largest eigenvalue, λ,
of the product of N independent identically distributed
noncommutative random matrices. According to the
Furstenberg theorem [36], in the limit N  1 one has
lnλ(N) ∼ γN, (1)
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of knots by braids: a)
unconditional random distribution of black boxes produces
a very complex knot; b) conditional distribution implies the
whole knot to be trivial, which imposed strong constraints on
complexity of any subpart of the braid.
where γ = const is the so-called Lyapunov exponent. Be-
ing rephrased for knots, this result means that the aver-
age knot complexity, κ, understood as a minimal number
of crossings, M , necessary to represent a given knot by
the compact knot diagram, extensively grows with M ,
i.e. κ ∼ M . In the ordinary globule, for subchains of
length N2/3 < s < N , the typical number of crossing,
M , on the knot diagram grows as M ∼ s2, leading to the
scaling behavior
κ ∼ s2 (2)
for the knot complexity κ. This is perfectly consistent
with the well known fact: the probability of sponta-
neous unknotting of a polymer with open ends in a glob-
ular phase is exponentially small. Following the stan-
dard scheme [27, 30], we characterize the knot complex-
ity, κ, by the logarithm of the Alexander polynomial,
ln[Al(t = −1.1)Al(t = −1/1.1)], i.e. we set κ = ln[Al(t =
−1.1)Al(t = −1/1.1)]. As it seen from Fig.2, the con-
jectured dependence ln Al(t = −1.1) ∼ s2 is perfectly
satisfied for ordinary (knotted) globule.
Consider now the conditional distribution on the prod-
ucts of identically distributed black boxes. We demand
the product of matrices represented by black boxes to be
a unit matrix. The question of interest concerns the typ-
ical behavior of ln λ˜(n,N), where λ˜(n,N) is a sub-chain
of first n matrices in the chain of N ones. The answer
to this question is known [35]: if n = cN (0 < c < 1 and
N  1), then
ln λ˜(n = cN,N) ∼ √n = γ˜(c)
√
N (3)
where γ˜(c) absorbs all constants independent on N .
Translated to the knot language, the condition for a prod-
uct of N matrices to be completely reducible, means that
the ”parent” knot is trivial. Under this condition we are
interested in the typical complexity κ˜ of any ”daughter”
sub-knot represented by first n = cN black boxes.
Applying the (3) to the knot diagram of the unknotted
globule, we conclude that the typical conditional com-
plexity, κ˜ expressed in the minimal number of crossings
of any finite sub-chain of a trivial parent knot, grows as
κ˜ ∼
√
s2 ∼ s (4)
with the subchain size, s. Comparing (4) and (2), we
conclude that subchains of length s in the trivial knot
are much less entangled/knotted than subchains of same
lengths in the “unconditional” structure, i.e. when the
constraint for a parent knot to be trivial is relaxed. In-
deed, this result is perfectly supported by Fig.2 which
show linear grows of κ˜ = ln[Al(t = −1.1) Al(t = −1/1.1)]
with s for the unknotted globule, while quadratic grows
for the knotted globule.
9SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Scaling arguments for Pc(s) in fractal and
equilibrium globules, and random walks
Recall that the contact probability Pc(s) is the prob-
ability that two monomers separated by the distance s
along the chain come close enough in the space to make
a contact. The probability of forming a contact in a
globular state with a constant density can be roughly
estimated as an inverse of a volume V (s) in which two
ends of a subchain of legnth s reside: Pc(s) ∼ 1/V (s) ∼
1/RDG(s). Here, RG(s) is the gyration radius of the chain
fragment of s monomers. For a curve with dense space-
filling subchains, the volume of a subchain is propor-
tional to the number of monomers V (s) ∼ s, yielding
RG(s) ∼ s1/3 and Pc(s) ∼ s−1. This decay has been dis-
cussed in the literature [15], so the above naive derivation
of the s−1–law pursues mainly illustrative aims.
For a random walk, subchains are gaussian, and there-
fore have average size RG(s) ∼ s1/2. Therefore, two ends
of a subchain are located within the volume V (s) ∼ R3G ∼
s3/2. Probability that the two ends of the subchain of
length s are in contact is approximately inversely pro-
portional to the volume in which the subchain resides
Pc(s) ∼ 1V (s) ∼ s−3/2. In the equilibrium globule, sub-
chains of sizes s < N2/3 behave as random walks, and
thus have the contact probability Pc(s) ∼ 1V (s) ∼ s−3/2.
For subchains longer than s = N2/3, subchains start re-
flecting from the boundaries of the confinement, positions
of the two ends become uncorrelated in the volume of the
entire chain, and thus Pc(s) exhibits a plateau.
We note that Pc(s) and RG(s) for the equilibrium glob-
ule are qualitatively similar with Pc(s) and RG(s) for a
phantom chain confined to the same box; plots for Rg(s)
are shown in the figure S1. However, for a phantom chain
confined to the same volume, the plateau in Pc(s) and
RG(s) starts earlier, because the chain is repelled by the
walls and thus has a higher density in the center and
a lower density next to the walls, which corresponds to
an effectively smaller confining volume. Repulsion of a
phantom chain by confining walls is well-studied, and an-
alytic expression for spatial density can be obtained; for
details see [38].
Relation between Pc(s) and RG(s)
Contact probability, Pc(s), it not a dimensionless
quantity, and contains information both about the size
of a subchain, (RG(s)), and the internal structure of
the subchain. To distinguish between the two effects
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Figure S1. Gyration radius for subchains of knotted globules
and confined phantom chains; similar to Fig. 3a.
on Pc(s), we multiplied the Pc(s) plot by the approxi-
mate subchain volume, RG(s)
3, thus accounting for the
effect of subchain size. However, we found that the re-
sults were drastically different dependent on whether we
used gyration radius Rg(s), or average distance between
monomers separated by s (”End-to-end distance”, ETE),
as a measure of subchain size. Specifically, Pc(s) renor-
malized using gyration radius is monotonically increasing
with chain size, while Pc(s) renormalized using end-to-
end distance has a maximum for intermediate-size sub-
chains (see Fig. S2). This discrepancy is likely explained
by the lack of well-defined scaling relations in our system.
These results highlight that extra care should be taken
when interpreting slopes of Pc(s) and RG(s) curves as in-
dicators of scaling relations. However, we emphasize that
the contact probability is relevant for studies of chromo-
somes, as it is related to the frequency of interactions
between genomic elements, and thus can be measured
directly using Hi-C.
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Figure S2. (top) Average contact probability, gyration radius
of subchains, and end-to-end distance for 256 000 long un-
knotted globules. (bottom) Pc(s), renormalized by gyration
radius (left), end-to-end distance(middle). Cube of the ratio
of Rg to the end-to-end distance. (right)
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Effects of confinement
Most of the larger loops in our system are in contact
with the confining boundary. However, if we only focus
on the loops which are not touching the boundary, we
can still see the difference between the knotted and the
unknotted globules. Fig.S4 shows the RG(s) plots for
different chains, only focusing on the loops which are not
in contact with the boundary. Note that RG(s) plots ter-
minate at s ≤ N because most of the large loops have at
least one of the monomers in contact with the boundary.
We note that gyration radius, RG is characterizing the
second moment of the spatial distribution of monomers
in a subchain: RG =< (x − x¯)2 > + < (y − y¯)2 >
+ < (z − z¯)2 >=< (r − c.o.m.)2 >, where c.o.m. de-
notes center of mass. Here we study if higher moments
of the distribution to the distances to the center of mass
are different in subchains of the knotted and unknotted
globules. However, we can only compare subchains of
the same average size RG, as the effect of confinement
on the distribution of distances to the center of mass is
dependent on the RG. For subchains in a confined vol-
ume, spatial distances exceeding the confining box size
are not possible; this cuts off tails of the distribution of
distances between monomers and makes the distribution
non-gaussian, especially when RG reaches the size of con-
fining box.
To test whether knotted and unknotted globules have
different distribution of distances to the center of mass,
we plotted normalized moment ratios this distribution.
Gyration radius is a second moment, < (r − r¯)2 >. We
plotted normalized second moment, < r2 > / < r >2
as a function of < r >, and normalized fourth moment
as a function of the second. The latter is analogous to
the kurtosis of the distribution. Since subchains of the
same RG or < r > are expected to experience the same
boundary effects, then any differences in the plots would
be indicative of a non-trivial structure of subchains in un-
knotted globules, as compared to knotted. Surprisingly,
we find no difference in how the normalized higher mo-
ments of the distribution depend on the mean. This is
indicative of the fact that subchains of the same spatial
size in knotted and unknotted globules have comparable
spatial structure ( Fig. S3).
Topological properties of subchains
To obtain knotting diagrams, we evaluated κ for all
loops in a given globule. We then divided all loop start
positions and loop length in the equal number of bins
(500 monomer bins for 32 000 globules, 1 000 for 108 000).
For each bin of loop lengths and loop start, we evaluated
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Figure S3. (top)Dependence of the normalized second mo-
ment of spatial distribution, < r2 > /(< r >)2 on the first
moment,< r >; r is distance to the center of mass of a sub-
chain. (bottom) Dependence of the normalized fourth mo-
ment of spatial distribution, < r4 > /(< r2 >)2 on the second
moment,< r2 >= R2G.
average κ for all loops contributing to a given point, and
record the average value of the knotting complexity. We
then display average loop complexities on a map, using
”jet” colormap, and showing
√
κ to make unknots easily
distinguishable. White regions of the map correspond to
the pairs of regions of the globule which formed no loops
at all.
Figure S5 shows matrices of knot complexity for 32000-
long knotted and unknotted globules. As we can see,
knotting of loops in the unknotted globule is highly vari-
able, and for any loop length it ranges from completely
unknotted to highly knotted. On the contrary, for loops
in the knotted globule, knot complexity depends strongly
on loop length, and is not very variable for a given loop
length (color forms uniform vertical stripes).
We note that in both types of globules, loops longer
than N/2 are more knotted than shorter loops. Each
contact in the unknotted globule separates the polymer
into two loops: one loop that is larger than N/2 and the
other that is smaller. If the two loops are unlinked, they
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Figure S4. The same plot as in Fig. 3a, but evaluated for
loops which are not in contact with the boundary. A loop
was defined to be in contact with the boundary if at least one
monomer of the loop occupied the site directly adjacent to
the box.
would both have to be unknotted. However, if they are
linked, then their knotting complexities are not necessar-
ily equal; in fact, it often happens that the shorter loop
would be unknotted and the longer loop would be knot-
ted. For example, in a 108 000-long globule, 98.8% loops
of length 500 to 1000 are unknotted, while 58% of the
matching loops of length 107 000 to 107 500 are knotted
with the average knot complexity κ = 14.
POLYMER SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSES
Initial conformation
We note that since simulations are preformed at equi-
librium, initial conformation is irrelevant to the conclu-
sions made in the paper, and is presented for consistency
and responsibility only. We initialize polymer simula-
tions from two different starting conformations: growing
polymer ring, and polymer packed in a grid. A growing
polymer ring on a cubic lattice was created from a small
4-monomer ring by incrementally adding two monomers
to it. At a first step, a 4-monomer ring was placed in the
center of the box used for simulations. Then, one bond
was chosen randomly. We then tried to extend the poly-
mer at the chosen bond by two monomers, by making
the bond into a kink. To do this, we considered another
bond, obtained by shifting this bond by distance 1 in a
random direction perpendicular to the bond (chosen out
of 4 possible directions). If both locations of the shifted
bond were free, the polymer was extended to incorpo-
rate this bond. For example, if the bond was going in
+z direction: ... → (0, 0, 0) → (0, 0, 1) → ..., and we
attempted to grow it in the −y direction (chosen ran-
domly out of +x,−x,+y,−y), we would check positions
(0,−1, 0) and (0,−1, 1). If both of them were free, the
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Figure S5. Matrices of loop knot complexity for a single
32 000-long knotted globule (top), and unknotted globule
(bottom). Color shows
√
κ to better highlight unknots. Note
that the color scale is different for the two images.
polymer sequence would be changed to ... → (0, 0, 0) →
(0,−1, 0)→ (0,−1, 1)→ (0, 0, 1)→ .... If at least one of
them were occupied, selection of a random bond would
be repeated. The process was repeated till the polymer
grew to the desired length.
Polymer densely packed in a grid was created as de-
scribed below. Here {} indicates the largest unit, [ ]
indicates a smaller unit, and ( ) indicates a monomer
{[(1, 1, 1)→ (2, 1, 1)→ ...→ (N − 2, 1, 1)→
(N − 2, 2, 1)→ ...→ (1, 2, 1)]→
[(1, 3, 1)→ ...(1, 4, 1)]→ ...→
[(1, N − 3, 1)→ ...→ (1, N − 2, 1)]→
[(1, N − 2, 2)→ ...→ (1, N − 3, 2)]→ ...→
[(1, 2, 2)→ ...→ (1, 1, 2)]} →
{[(1, 1, 3)→ ...→ (1, 1, 4)]} → ...→ ((a, b, c))
after which it was crawling back to (1, 1, 1) along the
(x, y) plane, and then through the (0, y, z) plane) when
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Figure S6. A scatter plot of RG(s) and knot complexity for
s = 20 000 − 22 000 loops in N = 256 000 knotted and un-
knotted globules.
the distance to the end was barely enough to make the
return path.
All simulations in the paper were initialized from a
growing polymer ring; a control initialized from a poly-
mer packed in a grid was performed for N = 108 000, and
showed RG(s) and Pc(s) within 1% of that for a system
initialized from the growing ring.
Polymer systems
We performed polymer simulations as described in [11],
considering 6 system sizes: 256 000 monomers in a 80 ×
80 × 80 box, 108 000 monomers in a 60 × 60 × 60 box,
32 000 monomers in a 40×40×40 box, 13 500 monomers
in a 30 × 30 × 30 box, 4000 in a 20 × 20 × 20 box and
2048 in a 16× 16× 16 box. Simulation times, measured
in log t/ logN are shown in Fig.S10. We performed 1000
replicas for unknotted globules up to 13 500 monomers,
400 replicas for 32 000 monomers, 30 replicas for 108 000
monomers and 20 replicas for the largest system.
We simulated topologically relaxed system by allowing
co-occupation of the same lattice site by two monomers
with a probability of 0.002. To test whether this proce-
dure introduces any change in spatial properties of the
polymer, we turned on full strength excluded volume in-
teraction in N = 108 000 equilibrated topologically re-
laxed globules, and simulated them for additional 1 · 107
MC steps per monomer. This process resolved all co-
occupation events after 1 · 103 MC steps per monomer,
and simulated the globule for 104 times longer. We then
compared gyration radii RG of the whole chain with
co-occupation and without co-occupation, and found no
noticeable difference in the full-chain RG (Fig.S7 top).
Note that if the chain was made completely phantom
(i.e. 100% co-occupation), resulting shift of RG would
be much more dramatic, and RG would decrease much
more (Fig.S7, S1), producing visually different chains.
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Figure S7. (top) RG of the whole knotted globule with par-
tial co-occupation of lattice cites (i.e. how the knotted globule
was simulated; shown in blue) is compared to the RG of the
knotted globule for which full strength excluded volume in-
teractions were introduced (light blue). (bottom) RG of the
knotted globule with co-occupation (blue) is compared to the
RG of the phantom chain (gray). Note that the X scale is
different compared to the above plot. Insert shows a sample
conformation of the phantom chain. Note that it does not
have a sharp boundary, unlike knotted or unknotted globules
(Fig.1)
The knot complexity κ of the whole chain for topolog-
ically relaxed polymer system is increasing sharply with
chain size. For N = 256 000, calculation of Alexanders
polynomial for the whole chain was computationally un-
feasible; For N = 2048− 108 000, average κ in a knotted
globule is shown in Fig.S8.
Equilibration
To quantify equilibration of the system, we evaluate
two observables: Pc(s) and RG(s) for subchains of length
s = Nα, where α was equal 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.65, 0.8. We
performed simulations of small systems (N ≤ 32 000) for
long time (Fig.S10) with 400 − 1000 replicas for each
system size. We then quantitatively defined equilibration
as a point where all 10 RG(t) and Pc(t) curves defined
above fall within 1% deviation from the final Pc(s) or
RG(s) (Fig.S9). The final value for the plot was defined
as an average over the last half of the trajectory. We
note that equilibration time have always occurred within
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Figure S8. Average κ for knotted globules of sizes 2048, 4000,
13 500, 32 000, and 108 000.
the first 10% of the trajectory (20% for N = 108 000),
allowing comparison to the last half.
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Figure S9. Contact probability Pc and gyration radius RG
shown as a function of time for five distinct values of subchain
length s for a 32 000-long globules (top) and 108 000-monomer
globules (bottom). Thick black line labelled as ”mean” de-
notes average absolute deviation of 10 curves from zero. Plots
were divided by the mean value of the last 50% of the tra-
jectory, and then 1 was subtracted to show relative devia-
tion from the final value. Equilibration time for N = 32 000
monomers was estimated as described in the text and equals
N1.55. Extrapolated time for N = 108 000 monomers is cal-
culated from a more permissive N1.6 dependence.
We then plot log(teq) as a function of s, and obtain that
the system equilibrates for t < N1.6 steps per monomer
for all systems up to 32 000 monomers. Specific values of
the power α = log(t)/ log(N) were: 1.583, 1.558, 1.543,
1.552 for 2048, 4096, 13 500, 32 000 monomers respec-
tively (Fig.S10). We then extrapolate the N1.6 time to
longer chain lengths, N = 128 000, 256 000, as we cannot
obtain enough statistics to estimate Pc(s) to less than 1%
at that chain lengths. A longer, 128 000-monomer system
was simulated for 6N1.6, while 256 000 system was sim-
ulated for 2.2N1.6. Based on the Pc(s) and RG(s) plots,
one can see that the 108 000-monomer system is equi-
librated according to our criteria; however, we cannot
estimate equilibration time precisely because of fluctua-
tion in in RG(s) and Pc(s) plots for different time points
(Fig.S9) due to a small number of replicas. Consequently,
we cannot use this system size for extrapolation. Thus we
conclude that 108 000-monomer system is equilibrated,
while 256 000-monomer system is equilibrated based on
the extrapolation.
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Figure S10. Time of simulations and time of equilibration
shown for unknotted globules of various sizes. Time is mea-
sured in logarithm base N, where N is number of monomers.
Equilibration time for N = 108 000 cannot be precisely esti-
mated because fluctuations in the average Pc(s) and RG(s)
exceeds 1% due to small sample size . Upper and lower val-
ues of the range shown for N = 108 000 denote the time when
all 10, or 9 out of 10 observables fall below 1% relative de-
viation. Note that in Fig.S9 time points are logarithmically
spaced, and hence time points for longer times aggregate in-
formation over longer time spawns. Therefore fluctuations
due to the small number of replicas decrease with time, and
allow us to put an upper boundary on the equilibration time
for N = 108 000.
Contact probability and gyration radius analyses
We define two monomers to be in contact if they oc-
cupy two adjacent sites on a cubic lattice. To plot Pc(s),
we first divide all inter-monomer separations in bins of
logarithmically increasing sizes, starting at 6 and going
with a step of 1.1, rounding to the nearest even inte-
ger and removing duplicates. This yielded a sequence of
6, 8, 10, ..., x, 1.1x, 1.12x, ..., N .
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To define RG(s) for loops, we divided all distances to
similar logarithmically space bins. We then considered
all contacts which occur at that distance, and sampled a
fixed number of loops from that set. If no contacts were
present at a given bin of separations, we ignored this con-
formation; however, this happened in a fraction of a per-
cent of cases. Averages were performed over replicas and
over time. To obtain plots in the main text, these quanti-
ties were averaged over the last half of the trajectory for
each run; for time-dependence plots they were averaged
over logarithmically-spaced time bins with a coefficient
of 1.2.
Calculation of Alexander polynomial
Finding Alexander polynomial for large rings could be
a computationally intensive task. Here, we used the fol-
lowing strategy to do it.
First, we attempted to simplify the polymer ring us-
ing the previously used algorithm. We chose a pair of
neighboring polymer bonds and attempted to remove a
particle between them, replacing two bonds with one.
We then checked if any of the other bonds are crossing
the triangle formed by the two original bonds and the
new bond. If none of the bonds were crossing this tri-
angle, we accepted the replacement. We then continued
choosing bonds until no further simplification could be
made. This part was thoroughly tested, and we detected
no differences in Alexander polynomial of the original
and simplified polymer.
Second, we used the code adjusted from [31] to calcu-
late the value of Alexander polynomial at -1.1. The cur-
rent code is at http://bitbucket.org/mirnylab/openmm-
polymer in a knots folder.
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Figure S11. In this figure we explore whether scaling regimes for RG(s) and Pc(s) can be established. We compute a slope in
the log-log coordinates as d logRG(s)/d log(s) and plot it as a function of log(s). As in the main text, solid line corresponds
to the knotted globule, and dashed line - to the unknotted. Each of the four panels has two plots: the top plot is the quantity
of interest (R(s) or Pc(s)), and the bottom plot is its slope. (a) RG(s) for loops, similar to Fig. 3. (b) RG(s) evaluated for
subchains. Note that both for the knotted and unknotted globule, all transitions between scaling regimes are more smooth. (c)
The contact probability Pc(s). The effect of confinement is more evident here affecting the scaling of Pc even for s = 100 for
the knotted globule of N = 256 000. Moreover, Pc(s) has a plateau at s ∼ N for the knotted globule, which is not observed for
corresponding RG(s). (d) Three quantities characterizing the spatial size of subchains in the knotted globule: RG for loops,
RG for subchains, and the end-to-end distance R. For the same subchain length s, RG(s) for loops is smaller, and thus it starts
to feel the effects of confinement at larger s, showing a clear RG(s) ∼ s0.5 scaling regime up to several thousand monomers.
RG(s) evaluated for subchains is larger, and the effect of constraints starts to manifest itself for smaller values of s. Finally, the
end-to-end distance is the largest of the three, which makes it feel the confinement at even smaller s. The end-to-end distance
shows a distinct plateau at s & 10 000. A similar plateau is seen in the Pc(s) plots.
